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Advertising

How To Get the
Most from Your
Ad Budget
Louis McConkey, Managing Director of McConkey Media
Associates, argues that advertising is an investment in the equity
of your brand and advises on how to make sure you’re making
your advertising budget work for you.

EVERY media planner will want to know
how big it is and even then I suspect
most of them hope for and will push
you to try to make it bigger - your ad
budget. In some cases, they might be
justified to suggest you spend more,
depending on your objectives but other
than that, the budget is the budget. Find
yourself a creative, commercially minded
partner who can deal with the reality of
your available resources and you will
find yourself on the road to a happy
relationship with your advertising.
Even more important is to recognise
that spending money on advertising is
an investment in your brand. Similar
to how a developer invests in land
and builds on that, advertising is part
of the infrastructure of your brand’s
architecture and intellectual property.
While your Financial Controller will
insist on attributing the spend as an
overhead, in reality it is an investment
in the equity of your brand - building the
bridge between you and the consumer,
laying the foundations for the current
and future goodwill with your customers.
Set Clear Goals
So when you decide to invest, be clear on
what your expectations are: write a brief,
challenge it, set goals and be definitive
on what you want to say in order not to
waste money. These will give you the
benchmarks to objectively evaluate your
results. A good agency will help you to
prioritise and allocate your spend to
maximise your exposure and deliver a
concise idea with relevant production

Television, is still the Holy Grail to reach consumers in their homes to help build
brands and move product.
values that capture sales.
There are a lot of very poorly made,
badly thought out and confusing ads out
there that aren’t doing the brand or its
owners any favours. The consumer, who
is being bombarded daily with messages,
couldn’t really care less about your
message unless it is relevant, with
‘on-timely’ delivery and presented or
packaged in a form that is sympathetic
to their needs or desires at that point in
time.
Be careful that your budget is
allocated correctly to individual media
and don’t spread it too thin; the jam can
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only cover so much of the bread. Recent
industry research shows that with the
exception of TV, advertisers and their
planners undervalue traditional media.
They overrate the value of online video
and paid social, which are getting a
disproportionate allocation of advertising
budgets. So, digital is overbought to
the detriment of other very powerful
mediums: radio, TV, OOH and even print
– which all provide great opportunities
for an advertiser to demonstrate their
wares and be different. If you’re clever,
you can probably access one or more of
them for less than you might think.
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“

Print offers flexibility, cost efficiency and efficacy, allowing you to get your
message across in a relaxed, quality and trusted environment.
Television: The Holy Grail
The cheapest mass medium, television,
is still the Holy Grail to reach consumers
in their homes to help build brands
and move product. Research confirms
it is the best business playground for
your brands. AdSmart (from Sky, soon
also from Virgin), while expensive on a
cost per thousand basis, offers smaller
advertisers the opportunity to tightly
define and target a local audience
and modern production techniques
can deliver smart, competent looking
creative that stands up to scrutiny. It’s
also great for research - advertisers use
AdSmart to test products and creative in
an intimate environment.
Radio really works hard for
advertisers and despite the proliferation
of stations, as a nation, we are
wedded to our radios, particularly
while commuting. It’s a cost effective
medium that conjures up pictures in
people’s minds, so try to put some
personality into your creative and not
have a spot that sounds like a bored
Civil Servant reading your brief aloud
into a microphone under the stairs.
Creativity, both in media planning and in
execution of the spot, can get you great
cut-through and build a relationship with
your customer, locally and nationally, or
both, depending on the job you need to
do.
Print is Dead: Long Live Print
The print media is dead, according
to anyone under 35 and I guess it is
to them. Yes, digital has eaten print’s
lunch. However, print still plays a
part in campaign coverage and reach,
particularly to an older, more affluent

audience. Print offers flexibility, cost
efficiency and efficacy. Readers still
spend on average 45+ minutes with their
favourite read, more at the weekends.
This allows you to get your message
across in a relaxed, quality and trusted
environment. Imagine why those
advertisers who embrace print still use it
– because it works – even those annoying
inserts. Your target audience is not
second screening while reading and they
are more likely to believe your sales pitch
in an intimate influential environment,
particularly image based advertising.

There are a lot of
very poorly made,
badly thought out
and confusing ads
out there that aren’t
doing the brand or its
owners any favours.
The consumer, who
is being bombarded
daily with messages,
couldn’t really care
less about your
message unless it
is relevant, with ‘ontimely’ delivery and
presented or packaged
in a form that is
sympathetic to their
needs or desires at
that point in time.

”

Outdoor is another great brand
builder that also is strong on tactical
and topical, which allows you to position
yourself next to your store, service,
customer, whatever distribution channel
is relevant. Digital developments mean
that you can change copy frequently if
you want to without having to print lots
of different sheets. The contractors have
been sacrificing volume for premium

Outdoor advertising can help to boost and sustain a TV campaign at a relatively
low cost.
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ad, which will look like the equivalent
of a 10-second static PowerPoint
presentation.

Digital is currently an easy choice for an advertiser due to low access costs and
relatively low production costs.
locations with the planners, in order
to maximise and exploit the revenue
potential of digital so this will become a
quality medium to watch. Watch literally
as video out-of-home becomes a viable
medium, just like Times Square or Blade
Runner.
The Digital Effect
The current frontier and the greatest
opportunity for carpet-baggers of all
persuasions is digital. Google and
Facebook have mopped up 75% of the
planned digital revenue, leaving crumbs
for the more established media with a
digital offering. So much so that Google
have realised that their business has
peaked, so they are increasing their
costs to make more money from the
same volume.

Social aside (beware of claimed
audiences and reach), digital is currently
an easy choice for an advertiser due
to low access costs and relatively low
production costs. It is also scalable,
depending on the kind of results you are
achieving. Provided the ‘kitchen’ is tidy
(your website is mobile and seo friendly),
AdWords can be a very cost effective way
of reaching an audience, but be prepared
for a lot of wastage. Look for sites that
have signed up to the IAB digital charter
and don’t be afraid to use Programmatic;
the major media release unsold or
unplanned real estate and you can find
yourself on mainstream Apps as well
as targeted niche sites through access
with a good trading desk at a fraction of
rate card costs. Try not to fall into the
trap of making your TV ad into a display

Video out-of-home is fast becoming a viable medium, just like in New York’s
Times Square.
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Cinema on the Rise
If you do have a TV or rich media spot
that you’re happy with, don’t forget
cinema. Admissions are rising with
the sustained release of blockbusters
(mainly sequels) that rope in the eyeballs
and present you to a segmented, captive
audience of all ages in the location and
time of your choosing. As with a followup outdoor campaign, cinema helps to
boost and sustain your TV campaigns at
a relatively low cost.
This is a surface coat of what you
can do to grow, nurture and maximise
the revenue from your brands and their
advertising budgets. Find yourself an
agency that you’re comfortable with
and remember that TV and radio are by
far the strongest advertising media for
brand-building, followed by newspapers,
magazines and out-of-home.
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